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From The Editor
Welcome to 2017, although at this stage this
feels like a superfluous welcome; we are already
well into the year. The rhythms of school, work,
youth group, Sunday school, community meals,
prayer meetings, worship rosters, and so many
other things have returned from where we
managed to hide them away (with greater or
lesser successes) over the holidays, and life has
returned for another season.
Naturally, 2017 will not be the same as 2016, just
as 2016 was not the same as 2015, and so on.
2017 presents a new year, and a new season, full
of its own challenges and possibilities, waiting for
us—with ears listening for the Spirit’s guiding—to
imagine creative responses that advance our common mission; being a movement of the people of
God gathering in and around the central figure of
Jesus Christ, empowered by the Holy Spirit, living
out his way in our neighbourhoods and inviting
others to do the same.
In this issue of The Edition we have asked a
number of people from a variety of mission and
ministry backgrounds to reflect on how God is

calling them, and the communities that they are a
part of, into refreshed, renewed, and imaginatively
creative expressions of their Kingdom visions. As
we begin a new year, what new things are taking
place alongside?
We hope that this issue of The Edition is a resource
for you and your community, that the stories of
transformation and renewed thinking and doing
are inspirational and encouraging. We encourage
you to share The Edition with friends and co-workers in the Kingdom. If you want to subscribe to
receive future issues direct to your email inbox,
or if you want to read and download past issues,
visit churchesofchrist.org.au/theedition.
As always, a massive thank you to all our contributors who volunteered their time and talents to the
articles in this issue. Thank you for your reflections, and your stories, and your expertise.
As we dream further into 2017, we pray that God
is guiding you towards a refreshed and renewed
passion for the Kingdom.
—Mitchell Salmon
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Incarnational Innovations
Writer Jeff Andrews
Ignite has been established for six years and has been a mission agency affiliated with Churches of Christ for most of that
time. Birthed out of a mission inside a local secondary college,
our mission continues to be local and serve that school.

As crazy as this sounds, we even have programs during
school that involve students lighting fires and cooking food
over it most weeks! How does this get past these times of
regulations and policies?

I had the privilege to serve as a chaplain of the school for
nine years, and as a local person who would walk to school,
shop, eat, and play locally I saw my role in the school flow
into the community in ways that I did not expect. Whether it’s
taking the kids to the local swimming pool, catching a bus,
running, walking, and even driving the iconic 1980s supercustom van that every student from the school in the past
half dozen years knows of, I find opportunities to be, as Jesus
calls us, salt and light. It’s also true that this posture of incarnation ministry requires time to see any fruit. For every year
that goes by there is another cohort of students and parents
coming through and exiting the school—but mostly they still
live in the community too.

It’s not about finding loopholes in policies, but about following the policies with good planning and risk management
assessments to ultimately provide safe spaces for teenagers
to be real, honest, and be who they are—that’s the safety
they need.

Hang on though—we are living in 2017, the year of child
safety policies, and schools getting tighter in making more
rules about who can do what, or more like who can’t do what.
So how is this type of incarnational ministry with young people in a school even possible? You can probably relate; I’ve
had my head down, stuck in policy writing, and frankly I’m
over it. However, I see these policies as absolutely crucial for
protecting our children, and these new laws are probably one
hundred years too late. These policies have created some
big changes in how we run our programs, and even how I
communicate with young people, but they are not over the
top rules—they are in fact helping us do ministry better. They
are causing us to reflect on our practices and to make sure
people are safe.
Safety does not mean no access for churches into schools or
no access to young people (unless of course, you are talking
about the people we need to keep away from children). In
fact, having the right people, I would argue quite the opposite: child safety is a call for the church to get involved! At
Ignite, through our after school sports programs, 83% of
participants communicated a sense of connectedness with
a volunteer. That’s not an amazingly high number at face
value, but given the context where most these students do
not have positive role models outside Ignite, it tells a different story—one that provides a safe space to be after school.

As 2017 unfolds, we begin a new chapter for Ignite. While
our mission continues to be local, we are excited to start a
new project in developing our group mentoring program to be
accessible beyond our local borders. The program incorporates
what we believe to be a vital missing link in youth development today—a rite of passage to becoming an adult. We have
studied ancient and tribal rites of passage and realised their
significant role in helping youth become adults. However,
most of them are considered today barbaric and would never
‘pass’ a child safe policy. What we have done is taken the
principles behind the ritual and made them innovative and
contemporary. Wrestling through our child safe policy and
creating a challenging ritual to assist the process of ‘becoming
a man or woman’ has been a really helpful exercise.
Ultimately we believe that creating a much-needed contemporary rite of passage is essentially creating a safer
world. Malidoma Somé, African-born writer and lecturer on
community rituals, says, “Where ritual is absent, the young
ones are restless or violent, there are no real elders, and the
grown-ups are bewildered—the future is dim.”1 Our premise
is that young people are searching for a rite of passage and
are often looking in the wrong places; in sexual encounters,
driving fast cars, and other risk taking activities. They are left
to their own devices to become adults. All young people need
elders to help them become healthy adults through mentoring and creating a safe and meaningful rite of passage.
I believe our young people (meaning all young people in our
neighbourhoods) are incredibly made in the image of God
and our future is bright and the church has a large part to
play in that brightness. My vision is to see communities of
hope and compassion mentoring more of our young people
which in term is making our communities safer. ●

Malidoma Somé cited in Brett Stephenson, 2004, From Boys to Men: Spiritual Rites of
Passage in an Indulgent Age, Park Street Press, Vermont USA, p32.
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Pancake Passover
Writer Alice Mundy
Every kid loves pancakes, right? Actually, I must confess I probably cannot make that claim so boldly as I was never really a
fan of pancakes as a child—pikelets yes, pancakes no.
My first exposure to Third Place Communities (TPC), the
church community I now call home, involved a lot of pancakes, and a lot of kids. However, I distinctly remember the
tears of one sweet little girl this first Good Friday morning I
spent with my TPC family. If every kid loves pancakes, then
why were there tears?
You may be genuinely concerned when I tell you it was
because someone poured blood on her pancakes. And not
only blood, but the pancakes were also eaten with a decent
helping of frogs, lice, and flies, and while contracting boils and
enduring hail and darkness. It’s now either sounding really
odd, or you’ve caught on to the fact that it sounds quite similar
to the plagues on Egypt (Exodus 7 to 12), helping our children
understand what we remember at Passover as we remember
the sacrifice of Jesus during the Easter season. Tears were
wiped, pancakes were joyously eaten (with no blood, frogs,
lice, or flies consumed in the process) and I saw that the juice
of berries, chocolate frogs, sprinkles, sultanas, and blackberries are indeed good toppings for pancakes! Nearly one year
on, as I reflect on this first time I joined with TPC I appreciate
the creativity and different expression for how this community
lives, gathers around the Gospel story—and yet I also resonate
with that one girl who didn’t understand having ‘blood’ poured
on her pancakes and cried instead.
I grew up in a conventional church context and feel privileged
to have called the same church home for my first 21 years of
life. At the end of 2015, I had the sense that God was going
to lead me into something new and different for the next season of my relationship with him. I didn’t have a great sense
of what that would actually be and while I knew TPC would
be different to what I was used to, when I decided to settle
among their community I was still unaware of what my new
experience of church would actually be like.
TPC do not meet in a church building but meet in different
family homes each week. For the past couple of years they
have cycled through a monthly rhythm appropriate for the
current life stage of most TPC families. On the first Sunday
of the month, the men gather together to discuss a monthly
podcast while the women and children spend time at a nearby
home, park or beach. On the fourth Sunday these roles are
reversed with the women gathering together for discussion as

the men spend time with the children. Time spent together at
the beach, park, or home is an opportunity to deepen relationships and encourage one another, with one of the Aunties
or Uncles of the community sharing a thought, teaching, or
testimony with the children. On the second Sunday everyone
gathers together and shares in breakfast, followed by a time
of worship, discussion-based teaching, and communion.
The third Sunday of the month involves gathering together
with a focus on prayer, often praying for our neighbourhoods,
workplaces, and people we are discipling throughout the
week. In addition to this, many people of TPC are also involved
in fortnightly Huddles—discipleship small groups—where we
have permission to be vulnerable about what God is prompting us on and allow him to grow and shape our character as we
learn to listen. This process has been incredibly nourishing for
my relationship with God as there is continually space for God
to be actively at work in our lives and for that to be shared as a
challenge and encouragement.
In 2017, the way TPC comes together for Sunday gatherings
will change again. In March we commission two missional
communities in the surrounding suburbs of Hobart, where
three households in each suburb have made intentional
decisions to live and be present in these communities as
families on mission together. We are excited for the rhythms
that will develop as the needs of each suburb are discerned
and relationships are built. In April we also launch a fortnightly gathering for these two communities and other
families of TPC that will most likely look more like a traditional service (and not just because we’ll be in a church
building!). What will be important for us as we head into this
next season of TPC, is that our gatherings are able to capture
what it means to be on a journey together as God’s family.
The lifestyle of TPC means that we see each other when we’re
at our best, and at our worst; when we’re smiling through our
mountaintop moments and unsteady in our suffering. This
reminds me that our God is the God of miracles, and also the
God of trials—a truth our world also needs to see. And in this
place, we celebrate together. Previously I have been selfish
in thinking church should happen a certain way, and while
I haven’t necessarily gone around finger-pointing—‘right’ or
‘wrong’—my time with TPC has taught me that I cannot allow
my ideal of church to limit the way God’s heart uniquely
beats among his people in different ways for different contexts, making disciples of all shapes and sizes, ages, cultures, and tongues. And personally, I love when that means
my pancakes are drowned in blood, we eat chocolate frogs,
sprinkles, sultanas, and berries for breakfast, and rejoice! ●
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Pioneers
Writer Paul Cameron
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The key to discovery of one’s calling for the
future is to gain perspective of how God
has been at work in one’s past. Perspective
yields signposts that help inform where
God might be leading in the future.
— Terry B Walling in Stuck!
(2008, ChurchSmart Resource)

I

n the spirit of Walling’s words, what follows are several snapshots from my personal story. Together they form something of a
mosaic. While life must be lived forwards, perhaps it’s true that
we can be helped to understand it—and therefore who we are, where
are from, and where we might be going, and who we may be becoming—by looking backwards. This is true personally; it is true also of a
community and a church.
One aspect of the personal professional development program I am
committed to for 2017 includes completing the StrengthsFinder self-assessment tool. The tool is based on the notion that we lead best out
of our strengths rather than ‘polishing up’ our weaknesses (or growth
areas). On completion of the assessment participants receive a list
of their personal top five strengths, drawn from 34 possible themes.
My five were Connectedness, Belief, Input, Futuristic, and Learner.

Connectedness: You believe there
are few coincidences and that almost
everything happens for a reason.
Belief: You have certain core values
that are unchanging and have a defined
purpose.
Input: You have a craving to know more
and you often like to collect all kinds of
information.
Futuristic: You are inspired by the future
and what could be, and you inspire others with their visions.
Learner: You have a great desire to learn
and want to continuously improve.

Again, in the spirit of Walling’s words, it made me wonder where
these strengths come from: are they genetic or learned; and can they
be developed in certain environments, or are we simply who we are
because of an inherited DNA code. My current thinking is that it can be
a bit of both. You can choose to nurture the skills, talents and strengths
that you inherit; or you can choose to allow them to run down or be
lost through inactivity, anxiety, being distracted or simply having a bad
memory. It seems that it is not nature versus nurture, rather it is nurture and nature; you can learn to make the most of who you have been
created to be.
All this reminded me of some work I did in 2012 during a sabbatical, in
the middle of a year of personal discernment. Challenged by my then
spiritual director to write and reflect on my ministry and life journey,
that’s exactly what I did. It was a helpful exercise, or spiritual discipline.
Some of what follows are excerpts from what became a small unpublished book, as well as some current reflections. I think the excerpts
say something about imagination, creativity, dreams, experiments, and
adaptive (versus technical) change; firstly for us as individuals, and
also for us as a gathered and sent community of the people of God.
And possibly, it provides some background about the source of the five
strengths mentioned above.
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To Begin…
On 17 June 1841 my paternal great great grandfather David Cameron, of Paisley in Scotland,
sailed from Greenock (then Glasgow’s main port)
aboard the Thomas Arbuthnot. He was accompanied by his first wife Anne and infant son David,
as ‘assisted British immigrants’. A few years ago
in Paisley’s library I was able to sight the Paisley Advertiser newspaper advertisement for the
ship’s journey, published for some weeks prior to
its departure. In 1841 Paisley was going through
tough times, with many of the mills closing, high
unemployment and great poverty, and the local
Council bankrupt. The Advertiser pages of the day
were filled with expressions of gratitude for the
gifts of food and other goods sent to the town from
all over Scotland and northern England.
The Camerons landed at Port Phillip Bay on 2
October 1841, spending some time at Flagstaff
Hill before walking to Brighton through thick
scrub. There David became a blacksmith and a
gardener. Anne and a second son John drowned
in the Bay in 1845. David became a class leader
in the Brighton Methodist Church, and a trustee
of that and several other churches from there to
Beaumaris. David married twice more (his second
wife dying in childbirth), with our part of the family
emerging from the third marriage, through Robert
George Cameron (b. 1857, and known to many
later as ‘R.G.’).
My great grandfather R.G. Cameron was baptised at the then Cheltenham church, after he
encountered the ‘Restoration’ (or Stone Campbell)
movement story sometime between 1872 (when
at 15 he preached his first sermon at Wickham Rd
Methodist church in Moorabbin) and 1885 (when
he entered ministry as the ‘Evangelist’ at Berwick
Church of Christ). His decision to be baptised by
immersion by G.B. Moysey at Cheltenham followed
a rigorous period of debate with the Wesleyan
Methodist minister of the day. His departure from
Methodism was a painful experience that he
would later describe as being like them “turning
me out of the synagogue”. It shaped his faith and
his future ministry, conducted mainly in Victoria
and Tasmania. It is of interest to note that regularly
the ministries of R.G. required him to be a ‘tentmaker’—to earn income from other sources than
the church—and his choice was to be involved in
real estate. While ministering at Doncaster he had
his own real estate business, and was elected to
the local Shire Council, serving a term as Shire
President. Often the churches he ministered with
were led to construct more substantial buildings
while he was there.
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R.G. died in 1934. In an obituary in the March
8, 1934 edition of the Australian Christian—the
then national journal of Churches of Christ in
Australia—it was noted that “Christ and the church
were ever near and dear to his heart”, that “in his
preaching he was strong in his emphasis on the
Scriptures… clear and logical in his thinking, he
was earnest and forceful in his presentation of
Scriptural truth”, and that he “was ever ready to
encourage young men” (that was the way it was
back then!) “as they strove to develop in usefulness in Christian service”.
Through the generations various members of the
extended David Cameron family have chosen to
follow in these footsteps, be they Bonds, Rogersons, Baxters, or Camerons among others. In our
own way, and in our own contexts, we continue
the legacy.
But think about what it must have been like, stepping on to the Thomas Arbuthnot on that northern
summer’s day in Paisley. Not yet would the couple
know the implications of the decision to travel
the sea to a land far away. The risk was great;
although just possibly the risk of staying in that
economically challenged town was greater. Nevertheless, this was a crazy experiment; a choice that
would result in significant, if not radical, adaptive
change. Like Abram’s departure from the known
and familiar of his country, his kindred and his
father’s house (see Genesis 12), they set off with
little more than faith and each other. It was a great
big dream that led them; an imagination that life
would be better on the other side of the world.
And then, consider the shape of Melbourne when
they arrived in October 1841, with the weather
just turning from winter towards summer. Melbourne was little more than five years old, with a
population of around 5 000 people. The first Council elections were a year away. What schools that
existed were founded by the Euro-tribal churches
(Church of England, Church of Scotland, Wesleyan,
Independent, and Roman Catholic). These schools
received their first government funding in 1842.
It was in this strange new world that David Cameron sought to express his faith and hope, and his
leadership skills. It was in this frontier environment, as a pioneer Christian Melbournian, that his
faith (and that of his son R.G.) was forged, through
tough personal circumstances of repeated grief
and loss, and by his adapting to a different country, culture, climate and mission context.

A Second Story…
Joshua and Eliza Dyason were my maternal great great grandparents. They travelled to Australia from their home in Kent
in England aboard the Alfred with their first son Edwin. The
Alfred sailed from Plymouth with the Dyasons as ‘First Class
Saloon passengers’, and arrived in Sydney on December
31, 1837. A self-published family history says they “were
reasonably well placed”, and were later described as “self-reliant and innovative”. Joshua, described as a baker in the
ship’s records, initially worked as a Police Constable for a
short period before returning to his old trade. However it was
not long before he started what could’ve been (as suggested
in possibly biased family writings) one of the colony’s first
cordial and jam factories.
It is certainly documented that Joshua had a successful
cordial and lime juice importing business (with a “factory
fitted throughout with all the latest machinery for filling and
corking bottles”) located on Oxford Street, Collingwood.
Later his son, and my great grandfather, John Prescott
Dyason took over the running of the prize-winning and
nationally known business. Jams, chutneys, syrups, sauces,
vinegars, and even coffee were marketed by the company.
John Prescott would become a popular businessman in
Collingwood, and for a time a member of the local Collingwood Council. His son, and my great uncle Collis would later
develop his own branch of the family business in Mildura,
making (rather predictably) jams, cordials, aerated waters,
tomato juice, and sauce. He had arrived in Mildura to
recuperate in the dry climate after suffering lung damage in
the Great War. Dyason’s Mildura enjoyed for many years an
exceptional loyalty from Mildura people. Like businesses
were started by members of the Dyason family in Sydney,
Brisbane, New Zealand, South Africa, and elsewhere. Much
could be written about the entrepreneurial, imaginative,
inventive, and risk-taking nature of the commencement and
continuation of these ventures.

Other members of different generations have also succeeded
in various business enterprises, including my grandfather
Henry Prescott Dyason. Having unsuccessfully attempted to
make a living on the poor land of a soldier settlement farm at
Winnambool, near Manangatang in north-western Victoria,
and having to walk off with nothing but their clothes and
some furniture, Henry Prescott returned to the city where he
started a thriving real estate business. This was then continued by his son, and my uncle, Prescott Ninian Dyason.
There is no doubt that Henry Prescott’s venture into real
estate was assisted by the wisdom and experience gained by
his father John Prescott and mother Mary Ann. They had built
up an extensive property portfolio because they had made
such speculation a profitable hobby, before and after selling
their business. In the dark days of the Great Depression
this wealthy foundation was eventually lost, and the couple
needed the aged pension to survive.
John Prescott’s eldest son, Alfred John, the company’s food
chemist and senior operative, resigned in 1911. Whatever
succession plans were in John Prescott’s mind were shattered, leading to a divesting of his business interests from
1916. Alfred left with the conviction that he was called to
join the Seventh Day Adventist church as a pastor. This must
have been a major challenge for a family that had generally
maintained their then Church of England status. Alfred ended
up joining the staff of the Sanitarium Health Food Co. which
saw rapid development through his efforts, causing further
significant embarrassment for family relationships. He finally
became a pastor in 1940. His son Arthur Prescott became an
SDA missionary, serving for many years as the Principal of a
school in Fiji, and facilitated a merger there of three schools
into Fulton College.
There are some intriguing similarities in these two strands of
my personal narrative, as well as some differences. There is
a resonance with the five strengths. When I first researched
and wrote these words it felt as though I could have been
born and lived in those days, and that my ancestors could
have lived in today.
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Another Story…
In 2013 I spoke at the 90th Anniversary of the church where I
grew up, a church where R.G. Cameron was the first full time
minister. Included in my comments were these words:
“As context is important, this church, and this whole community, started in that strange period post-WW1. The Red
Cliffs Soldier Settlement was described locally as ‘A Land
Fit for Heroes’. It’s the story of the largest single farm settlement scheme ever undertaken in Australia. It began
in 1918; returned Diggers were repatriated on to 10 000
irrigated acres of river frontage land. The settlers did all the
clearing and land preparation and built the first irrigation
channels. The 25 in the first camp in 1920 started with one
case of shovels, one case of axes, and later a second-hand
tree puller and some mattocks. Soon there were about 800
men in around 30 gangs. The Diggers, ‘fresh’ from war, were
allocated 15-16 acres of pine, belah, or mallee covered red
sandy earth. By December 1920, around 5 000 acres had
been cleared and subdivided into 295 blocks; by 1923-24 it
was 700 blocks. It was in this pioneering context in 1923 that
the Red Cliffs church, seeking to simply share the Good News
of Jesus, began. In this mission context there was optimism,
and back breaking work, boiling hot summers, and great
hopes and aspirations. What a context. What pioneers.”
The spirit of this story is repeated in the narratives of many
churches all around Victoria and Tasmania. It’s the spirit of
pioneers, the spirit of people living on the frontier—literally,
not metaphorically. The spirit which infilled, indeed saturated, Churches of Christ from our very beginning transferred
in this story to the backblocks of north west Victoria, and
elsewhere to towns and suburbs like Carnegie, where after
an extended tent mission churches Melbourne-wide were
invited to come and work together on a Saturday to build a
meeting house in a day. And they did; and on the Sunday
they met in an all but finished building for the breaking of
bread, fellowship, and baptisms.
One Last Story…
In late 1971, I left my home near Mildura and travelled to
Melbourne. I had been transferred to a Melbourne branch of
the then Bank of New South Wales.
I still remember leaving 56 Irymple Avenue, Irymple. Through
the church at Cheltenham I had organised a place to board. I
had packed the car. I farewelled my parents with a kiss and a
handshake, and off I went. I drove up Irymple Avenue to 16th
Street until it met the Calder Highway, and then commenced
the long trip to Melbourne. I can still see mum and dad in
the rear-view mirror of my Austin 1800. They were (and are)
waving. And mum didn’t stop waving till I was out of sight. In
fact she did the same every time I (or later, we) drove away
from the house that had been my home.
I can still remember—no, feel—the emotions of that day I
left home. It was an odd mix of anticipation and a dream—of
anxiety and some dread—for the some-unexplained and
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undiscovered sense of personal responsibility emerging too.
I was off to Melbourne. The ‘big smoke’, as it was often called
by us folks from the country. Everything would be different:
choices, culture, beliefs, values. Church? Would I even go
to church? My familiar and known world would be far away:
friends, family, workplace, culture. Everything would be different, and completely the same, all at the same time.
On arrival in Melbourne I first boarded with Mrs S. in Highett.
She was a tough nut, and very different to anything I had
ever experienced. I was able to drive to the Chapel Street
bank branch from there quite easily. I think that was the one
redeeming feature. Oh, and also it was close to the then
Cheltenham church where I had decided to make my church
home—without then knowing any early family connection
there.
After a few months I moved to the home of Mrs G. in Cheltenham. This was more like it. It was a totally different atmosphere, warm, hospitable, open, and friendly. I stayed there
until I moved to the College of the Bible (now Stirling Theological College) at the start of 1974.
I think I was quite idealistic when I left home. I thought it
would be easy. And of course it was a lot of fun, as any new
experience can be. But this was always mixed with other
feelings too. You have the opportunity to discover yourself
when you leave home. Some of what you see and do is good,
and some of it isn’t so good. As I reflect on it now, it was all a
part of not only discovering me, but finding where I fitted into
God, instead of where I was letting him fit into me. As you
would expect, taken seriously this can provide a lot of tension. It took quite a while to understand all this. It is taking
quite a while to create the balance, flexibility, and spiritual
skeleton on which to live this out.
That reminds me… when I was a kid, there was a jukebox in
a mixed milk bar/fruit shop on 8th Street, Mildura. If you’re
not too sure what I mean, a jukebox is sort of like a gigantic,
ancient form of an iPod, into which you fed coins and got to
choose a song or two, depending on the size of the coin you
inserted. Anyway, Roy Orbison was one of the popular acts of
the time. His songs were for some (then, and more so now)
quite forgettable, but his voice was wonderful, sublime even.
His best songs lasted two or two and a half minutes. There
were stories of falling in and out and back into love in 120
to 150 seconds. Everything was neatly resolved in that time
span.
More recently I went to a gig at a well-known Melbourne
venue to hear our middle son play drums in a band that was
backing a hot-shot guitarist. They weren’t the featured artist,
just a support group, so they played for around forty minutes.
In that time they played maybe four or five songs. It was hard
to tell when one song ended and another began. None of the
songs ‘resolved’.
Some readers may be familiar with a book Donald Miller
wrote a few years back with the title Blue Like Jazz. The
book’s title is taken from the idea that (unlike two minute

As I reflect on it now, it was all a part of not only discovering
me, but finding where I fitted into God, instead of where I was
letting him fit into me. As you would expect, taken seriously
this can provide a lot of tension. It took quite a while to
understand all this.
pop songs) jazz music doesn’t resolve, which
Miller sees as a metaphor for the ambiguities of
the life of faith in God. Jazz has been defined as
a style of music native to America that is characterised by a strong but flexible rhythmic understructure with solo and ensemble improvisations
on basic tunes and chord patterns. I think that
Miller is on to something with his book. It seems
to me that this well describes my life of faith with
God. It’s what Eugene Peterson might call ‘a long
obedience in the same direction’.
And this long obedience always involves moving
on—moving house, if you will. Naturally we want
to build places to stay permanently. Solid brick
buildings that can withstand the onslaught of,
well, virtually anything. Maybe God is constantly
calling us to move on, to move house, even to
live in tents that we can easily pack up and carry
as we get back onto his road. And it is on God’s
road, this strong but flexible understructure that
the Holy Spirit places us on in order to creatively
improvise as he shapes us more and more into
the image of Jesus. We just need to be willing to
move house, to leave home.
To conclude, you have seen through these stories
something of the qualities and characteristics
that are part of my DNA, summarised now in
those five strengths of Connectedness, Belief,
Input, Futuristic, and Learner. While at times
disconcerting, for years (it is a long obedience…)
I have enjoyed—or rather I could better say have
appreciated—this forming, moving, leaving, shaping process; and a continuing lifelong discovery
of my calling for the future based on a perspective
of how God has been at work in my past.
You may also have seen what attracts someone
like me, with my backstory and DNA, to this
movement of God’s people known as Churches of
Christ. A pioneering spirit was a central element
in the origins of our movement on the growing
frontier edge of mid-western USA. Responding
to the seeming cultural irrelevance and disconnect of the Euro-tribal established churches, the

Stone-Campbell movement began as an alternative, contrast-society movement of the people of
God, seeking to restore a simple and uncluttered,
but profound, New Testament Christianity in ways
that made sense on the frontier.
This is the spirit that led assisted British immigrants (or First Class Saloon Passengers) to travel
across the sea to this country. It is the same spirit
that led eastern and southern Europeans to do
the same after each of the two major 20th Century
wars; and southeast Asians to do the same in the
1970s. It is the same spirit that led this young boy
from the country to move to Melbourne. In a similar way, we must respectfully acknowledge that it
is the same spirit that leads people in these times
to dream of a better life on the other side of the
world, and to leave war-torn and poverty-stricken
countries where religious or ethnic (or other forms
of) persecution are rife.
We are again living in pioneering times, a new
frontier if you will, a time and place where the
Christian story is no longer central, and where it
once again is discovering its place on the margins
of life and culture and everything. As CCVT strives
to do better at building Communities of Hope and
Compassion, and at developing Leaders to lead
them, the pioneering spirit of our deeper story,
our movement DNA, must be released again. We
must celebrate it where it is already visible. This
will begin by continuing to attract individual people like you and me, each of us with our unique
personal narrative, our unique spiritual gifting,
our unique discipleship journey. It will develop
and flourish in Communities of Hope and Compassion where we are being formed, equipped
and released into our neighbourhoods as a sign,
witness, and foretaste of the Kingdom, as an order
of local missionaries.
Thus it is good to finish where I began, with the
words of Terry Walling: “The key to discovery of
one’s calling for the future is to gain perspective of
how God has been at work in one’s past. Perspective yields signposts that help inform where God
might be leading in the future.” ●
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From Little Things
Writer Michael Vanderree

Seedlings planted to represent new ideas that have sprouted at
The Greenhouse – A space hosted by CCVT at SURRENDER.
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f your church is anything like the one I attend, life in
2017 is now in full swing. The hiatus of summer is over,
and the new year of ministry, community engagement,
doing life together, worship, and mission is now on.

ten in his usual style—engaging, thoughtful, personal, and
large minded. His area of reflection is centered on the death
and resurrection of Jesus, which is timely as we are now into
Lent and moving purposefully towards Easter week.

How is this going for you in your patch of green?

One area of focus for Wright is to challenge the understanding of the breadth of impact of Jesus’ death and resurrection
in the context of our time and culture. Within the tradition of
our movement we celebrate Communion weekly. Each week
we are drawn back through the table to the pivotal story of
the broken body and shed blood. Each week we are introduced again to the mystery of the crucifixion.

Where are the signs of life and hope?
What do you see that has energy and momentum?
What brings a sense of concern or wonder about longevity
and sustainability?
It seems that one of the constancies in ministry is working
out what might continue from one year or season to the
next, what needs to be reshaped, and perhaps what needs
to be stopped.
Underlying this dynamic is the awareness that the enterprise of ministry—like life—is one of seasons. We know that
the things we do and the enterprises we embark on are not
guaranteed to last forever. There is a natural cycle, rhythm,
and movement to it. This perspective naturally invites us to
consider how we partner with these seasons, what might
be next, and next steps along the way. It is the discipline of
building over the long term, making the best decisions along
the way that might mean what is planted as a seed might
grow over time into a flourishing plant, bush, or tree.
Remember Paul Kelly’s song, From Little Things Big Things
Grow? While it has been used as the theme song for Australian Super Funds, it captures the natural flow of life and
ministry. One dimension of thinking about church life and
development is what is called ‘biotic’ principles. That is, we
expect and anticipate the church, which is a living organism,
to grow naturally. When growth is stunted, we address the
growth inhibitor. We address that which might be preventing healthy growth and development to make room for that
which does.
For the sake of clarity: it is not that bigger is better, but
healthy, growing, developing, engaging, and moving with
purpose is. This can be helped if it is placed within a
larger context.
Recently, the prolific theologian NT Wright has published
another book, called The Day The Revolution Began. It is writ-

Let me ask you. What is the scope of the underlying narrative
of this communion? What is the central story that you hear?
The one I often hear is that of my sins and how to be forgiven.
It is often private, personal, and individual. Which is true
and enlivening, but there needs to be more. This is the point
Wright makes. The crucifixion story is a reminder of the large,
corporate, global, universal dimensions of the Kingdom of
God. It is a defining moment, as Wright suggests, “when the
revolution began”— it is the place where our partnership in
the shalom-bringing enterprise across every dimension of
creation finds its source and impetus.
One way of reading the Bible from beginning to end is that
history is progressive, not cyclical. The world and our place
in it, has purpose and intention at its core. God who lives in
community invites his creation to live and pray and work and
serve and follow in the coming of the Kingdom. That is the
revolution. Kingdom engagement across all spheres, faithful
following into all areas, vocational living in all dimensions.
Those who came before this centre point lived in anticipation,
while those of us since live under the shadow of that event.
The church then, gets its mission, to participate in the restorative, healing and realigning work of Good News living. The
revolution. At its heart, it is strikingly countercultural. In its
bones, deeply alternative. In its breath, fiercely transformative.
It is this story which becomes the background against which
the Church is invited to live into its calling.
As you will be aware, CCVT continues to shape our ministry
direction and impetus around the central call we have discerned
together to “Build Communities of Hope and Compassion”, and
in so doing develop leaders that will lead them.
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In that, one of the surprises of growing energy is what we
have called Clusters. This is where churches and agencies in
geographical areas are meeting together. In doing so, we are
discovering ways to articulate vision, build strategy, develop
leadership, and birth new communities as well as adding to
the vitality and effectiveness of existing communities. The
purpose of all of this is to be Good News. To do this we are
acknowledging that we are in fact better together.

Essentially, he reframes the question ‘how’ in a way that
helps us act on ‘what’ matters.

As an aside: one of the original thoughts of Clusters was
that they could be rolled out, rather mechanistically during
the year. Then—surprise—we sensed that a more organic
approach would be helpful, as the rhythm and shape of each
collective would need to be discerned and expressed. The
genesis of the Clusters has at times been initiated through
CCVT staff and now are being gathered from the local areas.
We have living examples in inner suburban, metropolitan,
and regional Victoria and Tasmania. The intention is to keep
promoting this journey of development.

What are the questions? Well, try these on for size at your
next Board meeting, small group gathering, or Cluster.

While we had some lofty aims in promoting clusters, there
are signs of green, life and energy, that those who participate
in clusters are acknowledging. Here are a few of them:
Because clusters are local and represented by ministry leaders, whether shaped by neighboring suburbs or
regional links, when stories are shared, relationships are
built, isolation is often reduced and ministry vulnerability
and openness increases.
Built at the heart of Clusters is the desire to explore the question, “What has God been up to in our region, and how are we
partnering with God?” It is the vision question. Which naturally
extends to how we might continue to partner with what God is
doing and so building strategy is a natural next step.
By listening deeply and being open to other ideas and possibilities have started to emerge around leadership development or dealing with the ebbs and flows of our common life
is building vitality and strength.
With heightened trust, new collaborations and mutual
accountabilities can emerge, which means Clusters have the
potential of being Good News.
So what can we learn and how can we nurture the possibilities, signs of green, fruit of trust, promises of something
new, and small buds that potentially will grow in a way that
propels us towards participation in the revolution?
It seems to me that Clusters give us the opportunity to ask
a different set of questions—questions that bring us to the
point of reflecting on what we bring rather than what we
do, questions that have the potential to release us into
new obedience and service. Back in 2011, I wrote an article
called “Changing the Question” where I reflected on the
work of Peter Block in his book The Answer To How Is Yes.
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If the goal is to partner at God’s invitation in the Kingdom
enterprise of which the Church stands as the embryo of a
new humanity, then the questions we ask to give intent to our
actions become more important. If we ask these questions in
community then who knows what will unfold.

Instead Of Asking “How Do You Do It?” Ask “What Refusal
Have I Been Postponing?”
Why do we keep on saying ‘yes’ when we really feel like saying ‘no’? Yet the reality is that each time we say ‘yes’, we are
in fact saying ‘no’ to something else. If we cannot say ‘no’,
then our ‘yes’ means nothing. In our common life, ‘yes’ and
‘no’ are challenging realities. There are things we keep doing,
that are not purposeful to our call and to which we might
be better saying ‘no’ to. Yet, because of previous practice,
established patterns, or expressed or unexpressed expectations we keep travelling the well-worn path. The courage born
out of Gospel fidelity that asks “What do I need to say no to?”
may well result in the unexpected gift of freedom that allows
for a new expression of ministry or serve to emerge.
Instead Of Asking “How Long Will It Take?” Ask “What Commitment Am I Willing To Make?”
This question recognises that if change is to come it will
come because of choice to invest. My sense is that as we
look back on our lives, the projects of consequence that
we commit to stand as testaments to the personal calling
that required more of us than we imagined. Change comes
because of care and commitment. It is easy to think that the
cost is purely financial. It is not. Time, energy, gifts, passion,
prayer, focus, and diary space are just a few of the ways in
which the cost of commitment is measured and applied.
Instead Of Asking “How Much Does It Cost?” Ask “What Is
The Price I Am Willing To Pay?”
There is a cost to pursuing what matters, and money is the
least of it. If we stay with the how question, its focus is that
of discouragement and failure. The ‘what’ propels us to act in
a way that will help sustain, support and give the project the
best chance of success. It prompts us to think about how the
risk can be held creatively, imaginatively, and courageously.
Clarity of purpose requires the constant and persistent
decision of risk taking and experimentation into a new future.
While it may be tempting to trade off imagination against
long held patterns of practice, the question of cost calls us
to hold the risk of failure alongside the status quo and ask,
what is the price of doing nothing?

“It was Ghandi who said, “We need to become the
change we would like to see.” To change the question is
in fact a call to honesty. What is it that I can contribute
to support a better story?”
Instead Of Asking “How Do You Get Those People To
Change?” Ask “What Is My Contribution To The Problem I Am
Concerned With?”
This is the question of power. How many times do we not
hear within church circles, “If only ‘those people’ would
change...” as though everything hinges on the other, and our
desired future is somehow linked to someone else’s transformation. So, in the places where we might think in terms
of defeat or helplessness, a change in question leads us to
find an antidote to our helplessness. In fact, the change in
question reminds us that we have a role in creating the kind
of church or community we live in. This change in question
pushes us into a more focused realm of accountability. It was
Ghandi who said, “We need to become the change we would
like to see.” To change the question is in fact a call to honesty. What is it that I can contribute to support a better story?
Instead Of Asking “How Do We Measure It?” Ask “What Is
The Crossroad At Which I Find Myself At This Point In My
Life/Work?”
Part of the scientific framework of our world is that if you
can’t measure it, it doesn’t exist. Progress, movement, and
development, come under some form of measurement so
that we can see where we have been so that we can plot
ourselves in the present and therefore determine where we
might be in the future. Measurement might actually be an
expression of our doubt. Within the Christian family, we know
that doubt is not easily reconciled. Measureable outcomes
don’t solve doubt. The change in question to the crossroad
we find ourselves at urges me to see that the challenge and
complexity of life has the potential to give energy to the
journey. By being at a crossroad, the courageous will find a
way of looking at that which is unfulfilled, what purpose or
focus or direction we might like to pursue. In this I can’t but
help wonder in church life, when the pews are empty and a
budget is diminishing or when we realise what we have done
for years no longer works, what impetus might be experienced by asking the crossroad question?

Instead Of Asking “How Are Other People Doing It Successfully?” Ask “What Do We Want To Create Together?”
“Where else has this worked?” might be a reasonable question. At times. It seems to me that there are times when we
look for leaders, or we want to be leaders, without taking the
risk of imaginative invention. While we don’t ignore the learning of others, the change in question may mean that rather
than deferring to the latest ‘How To Apply The 10 Transferable Principles Of The Latest Church Fad’ thing, we recover
the delightful discovery that we live interdependently, and
together we can discuss, discover, create, and bring into
being a new future.
Together with others within the CCVT staff teams, we get to
connect with and be a part of a lot of conversations in local
churches. I am endlessly amazed at the resilience and energy
of our churches and agencies. I am often saddened at the
pain and discomfort that is brought through the thoughtlessness of ill-conceived actions. I am often perplexed by the
sense of struggle and wrestling that takes place when things
just don’t work anymore and it is hard to find a thread to the
future. In the middle of these reflections I often find myself
drawn to Paul’s transitional statement in the letter to Ephesus. Having described the riches of grace, then preparing to
call the community to live a life worthy, he offers a mid-way
prayer which has those famous words, “I pray that you may
grasp how high, wide, deep, and long,” and is then followed
by those words that God might do “more than you can ever
imagine or guess or request in your wildest dreams.” (3:20
The Message) If you changed the question, what might be
unleashed that would exceed what you can imagine, guess,
or request in your wildest dreams for a vibrant mission
shaped community contributing to the revolution of the
Kingdom? ●
Peter Block, 2003, The Answer To How Is Yes: Acting On What
Matters, Berrett Koehler Books.
NT Wright, 2006, The Day The Revolution Began, HarperOne.
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From Welfare to Wellbeing
Writer Andre Van Eymeren
At Greg’s (not his real name) funeral I was astounded to see
a group of middle class men stand up one by one and speak
about him with such tenderness and love. They were each
visibly moved not only by his passing but by his life. Greg was
what you would call a misfit. In every sense of the word he
just didn’t belong. A petty criminal, alcoholic, and at times
violent man, Greg struggled with ‘everyday society’. His life
had been spent in and out of prison and hospital, making it
extremely difficult to sustain long term friendships. When he
first came to us at Big House Communities his main of grey
hair was frazzled, his skin yellow, and his disposition incredibly withdrawn. Over time we witnessed the most incredible
transformation—physically, emotionally, and spiritually.
Don’t get me wrong, life was never simple for Greg and eventually the alcohol killed him. However, from the man we first
met that day in the op shop to the one who was celebrated by
a group of reasonably conservative family men, the change
was truly remarkable.
Greg’s transformation was not the result of welfare, although
we did provide him with food and better housing. The care he
received was of another order, one that allowed an unearthing and discovery of another way of doing life. It is some of
that process that I want to explore through this article. I’ll
start with a brief look at the problem of welfare, followed by
an alternate vision motivated by the picture of shalom, and
then briefly some steps away from welfare towards a wellbeing approach to caring.
The Problem With Welfare
Many in our country feel the burden of welfare is becoming
too heavy to bear. This is not new thinking, with State and
Federal governments continuing to divest themselves of
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responsibility for the most vulnerable among us; a trend that
began at the turn of the century and seems set to continue.
Previously there was a perception that the government
adequately funded charities to the point that if needed
someone could be supported from birth to death. The truth
of this perception is debatable, yet the notion became too
expensive. This continues to be reflected in the current
Federal round of cost cutting to the homeless sector and the
low rates of welfare payments. The cuts in funding have left
the sector vulnerable to market forces and has transformed
organisations to look more like businesses than avenues
of care. Essentially this has seen the professionalisation of
services aimed to help individuals by providing the basics…
or sometimes not even that. The model has tended to be one
of handout, and as churches we have followed suit.
The simple act of giving without expecting reciprocity (or a
giving back), or even doing something for others that they
are capable of doing themselves as Robert Lupton says in
his book Toxic Charity, may just be the kindest way to destroy
people. Noel Pearson, Aboriginal activist, agrees. Writing at
the turn of the century he states:
“The problem with the welfare economy is that it is not a real
economy. It is a completely artificial means of living. Our
traditional economy was and is a real economy. Central to
the traditional economy was the imperative for able bodied
people to work. If you did not hunt and gather, you starved…
Common to the real economy of traditional society and the
real economy of the market is the demand for economic and
social reciprocity. This reciprocity is expressed through work,
initiative, struggle, enterprise, contribution, effort. The key
problem with welfare is that it inherently does not demand
reciprocity. I call it a gammon economy.”

We have of course seen the devastating
effect of welfare in Indigenous communities all over the country. It has created
dependence, individualism, a breaking
down of traditional societal bonds, and
a reliance on alcohol. Those results are
transferable to our own communities
where we realise that, like Indigenous
communities in some cases, people
are living in the third or fourth generation of welfare dependence. Something which was intended to support
people through a period in their lives
has become a permanent address. A
question I often ask churches and other
Christian welfare organisations is, if we
are seeing the same faces turning up to
our meals, for our hampers, asking for
help with bills over 5, 10, 15 years, are
we actually helping?
Welfare can tend to maintain people in
their poverty, but doesn’t often provide an avenue out of it. In addition,
our helping can come from a power
imbalance. Let me ask you a question,
why are the people you are helping
poor? The way we answer this question
shapes our attitude towards them and
how we accept or potentially not accept
them into the faith community. In my
book Building Communities of the Kingdom I reflect on Liberation Theology,
which very clearly articulates that God
and his Kingdom are on the side of the
poor. The first thing a Liberation Theologian does is what’s called a social
meditation; effectively asking the above
question. If we see the cause of poverty
as vice, laziness, or sin—the blamethe-victim kind of thinking prevalent in
some sectors of our society—then we
will see the poor as needing our pity
and we will give aid. If we see poverty
as functional then we will see the poor
as backward and through economic
and social development, if we improve
the system, then things like hunger
and homelessness will disappear. If,
however, we see poverty as dialectical,
that in fact it is oppression, the product
of the organisation of society, then it is
something that needs to be overcome
by the replacing of one system with
another. All this to say that much of our
helping is actually motivated by the first
two answers and takes away dignity. We
feel we are being kind by giving people what they need and not expecting
anything in return when in fact we are
robbing them of their agency and the
ability to contribute.

Theological Vision
The key to Greg’s transformation was
not the food and housing we helped him
get; it was the belief we had that he was
meant for more, and the avenues that
were created to prove it. Inside each
individual lies the spark of the divine,
and latent in every community are
Kingdom possibilities. I believe it is our
job as people of faith to unearth both. As
we befriended Greg it became obvious
that he wanted to give something back.
From volunteering in the op shop to
building retaining walls, making planter
boxes and breeder boxes, a different
man began to emerge—an open-hearted
individual that wanted to belong and to
feel he was worth something.
At the time, it wasn’t obvious to me but
the model we were working towards
was embodied in the ancient Hebrew
cultural and spiritual term ‘shalom’.
Inspired by passages such as Isaiah
65:17-25, the model points to the wellbeing of the individual in the context
of community. Contrast that with the
individualised, clinical approach of the
professional welfare, mental health,
and homeless services—to name a
few—who forget the power of community and the importance of relationship.
Perhaps something that can guide
or caring is in fact a shalom-inspired
framework. That we work with those
experiencing poverty or marginalisation
towards basic needs for food, shelter
and belonging (land and others) being
met; valuing their own contribution
and the contribution of others towards
the common good; living a life full of
meaning in line with their talents and
interests; a growing spirituality; all of
this being in the context of a strong
relational community.
This is a picture of what it means to
flourish as a human being and has
application for our caring as well as giving us entry into systemic conversations
around the development of our communities, municipalities, and cities. Brueggemann opens up the possibility that
shalom can be seen as a new social
imaginary, exploring what is possible in
our communities.
Steps Towards Flourishing However,
let’s not make the mistakes of the past
and try to do this for others. Writing

in the United States, Kretzman and
McKnight put a framework of development together called Asset Based Community Development (ABCD). Instead of
seeing all the problems in a neighbourhood and trying to figure out how to be
the ‘saviour’ and bring all the answers,
they recognised that any given community already has inbuilt assets such as
individuals, organisations, and institutions. And particularly, each individual
has gifts, skills, and abilities through
which they can improve their own life
and lives of those around them. Thinking this way links ABCD with Liberation
Theology and changes our caring role
from provider to facilitator.
We become facilitator of relationships
that seek to bring together people of
like interest around such endeavours
as gardening, woodwork, fishing, or
even the development of micro enterprises; facilitator of an asset map that
identifies all the strengths and abilities
in a community; facilitator of meetings
where people can dream again of what
might be possible for themselves and
their communities; facilitator of a faith
journey that recognises the spark of the
divine in every individual. Seeing people move from welfare to wellbeing is
not something that we have to control,
in fact if we try, we’ll squash it.
Let me warn you though working in this
way is a slow process. We worked with
Greg for over 5 years, probably never
seeing the transformation we all hoped
for, yet the spark of the divine became
evident and his desire to contribute
grew and grew and his ability to touch
the lives of others became profound.
As well intentioned as we may be, many
of our approaches to helping others
are doing harm. I’m not advocating that
we stop immediately—that may leave
people worse off in the short term.
However, I believe we need to evaluate our helping activities in the light
of renewed appreciation of the spark
of the divine in the other. We need to
move from being providers to facilitators, helping those we care for discover
the beautiful people they are. We need
to facilitate the building of strong
relational communities. Spaces where
people can contribute towards the
building of a better world, where that
beautiful picture of flourishing inspired
by shalom is seen as normal. ●
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Making Toast
Writer Kylie Kendall
One of my best friends is currently a contestant on a popular reality TV show. Due to confidentiality contracts and the
like, we will call her ‘Liddy’. And the show she is on will be
called ‘GuruCook’.
Liddy is good at cooking. When I say good, I mean very
good. She has been cooking since she was a child and is
what we would all describe as ‘naturally gifted’, a ‘prodigy’,
a ‘foodie’, an ‘annoyingly creative overachiever who makes
the rest of us look bad’—okay, maybe I might be a little
jealous of her skills.
So when she made it through auditions and onto GuruCook,
no one was surprised and we thought for sure she would get
into the top 5, if not win it. All she had to do was combine her
common sense, her strong work ethic, her immense background knowledge of recipes, and her mad cooking skills. It
might not be easy, but she could do it.
Except it was harder than she thought it would be. Some days
the immense fatigue set in, or the ingredients didn’t behave
the way they normally do, or people on her team didn’t do their
part, or her creativity missed the mark with the judges—not to
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mention the pressure of cameras in her face and all the arbitrary rules she had to follow because she was on a TV show.
That’s when Liddy found herself in a cook-off test and all the
common sense and memorised recipes and skills and experience didn’t matter—she stuffed up the most basic element of
her dish when she burnt some toast. And she was eliminated.
This is a woman who makes vegetables taste like dessert
(she puts them in ice-cream) and cooks meats in ways you
didn’t even know existed that make vegans drool. And she
burnt some toast!
Devastated and embarrassed, Liddy came home and cooked
toast about two hundred times, just to prove to herself that
she can do it. She looked at the science behind how toasting works, what temperatures work best with what bread,
analysed where she went wrong on the day, and was able to
pin-point how and why she made that fatal mistake. Liddy
re-learnt this most basic of cooking techniques in a whole
new way and now, instead of relying on her intuition and
quality of her equipment, she can actually cook it perfectly
because she knows how.

“We think if we just bring our common sense about how to love
one another, combine it with our years of experience in ministry,
throw in a big dash of spiritual gifting, stir it together with lots of
hard work and sacrifice, out will pop an award winning church.”

At the risk of sounding blasphemous, I
think sometimes we approach church
as though we are awesome home chefs
about to kick goals on a cooking show.
We think if we just bring our common
sense about how to love one another,
combine it with our years of experience in ministry, throw in a big dash of
spiritual gifting, stir it together with lots
of hard work and sacrifice, out will pop
an award winning church. Or at least a
church that doesn’t burn.
I think we all know that’s not always the
case. Sometimes we fail really badly
and when we do, people get hurt. We
don’t just lose a game show, we end
up with church splits, declining attendance, people walking away from the
faith, and royal commissions. There is a
lot to be said for looking back, working
out where we went wrong, learning the
lesson, and putting things in place to
make sure it doesn’t happen again.
Most churches I work with already know
a lot about how to do church in a safe
way. They have some really great leaders, have taken the time to work out the
best way to communicate with people,
have adopted some really practical and
helpful policies and procedures, and
are really ministering to people and
caring for the vulnerable in wonderful
ways—but there are always gaps. And
our collective aim should be to close
those gaps as much as possible.
A lot of this work has been done already
as, around Australia, State and Federal
governments are moving forward with
better laws and best-practice guidelines for organisations working with
vulnerable people. Out of the recent
Victorian Parliamentary enquiry came

new legislation to ensure that organisations and individuals took responsibility for preventing and reporting child
abuse. The Working with Children Act
was amended so that there were less
loopholes for people to evade detection. The current Royal Commission Into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual
Abuse will no doubt see a bevy of
changes to legislation and community
expectations on churches.
In response, many faith communities
and denominations are better resourcing their churches, putting together
training options for leaders, creating
template policies and procedures,
and improving on the professional
standards requirements to assist their
churches in meeting their obligations.
The Churches of Christ Vic/Tas Safe
Places policies and our participation in
the Safe Church Training Program are
examples of how we can work together
to make our churches healthier and
safer for everyone.
It’s encouraging to know that as local
church leaders we aren’t alone. It’s also
encouraging to know that as a denomination we aren’t alone either. Our
network of churches across the state
and around Australia mean that we are
constantly working together—working
smarter not harder—to achieve the
same goal.
We have moved so far being hoping
people just use their common sense.
We have moved far beyond sweeping
mistakes under the carpet. We can
use our collective efforts to reduce the
administrative burden on churches. By
giving our leaders training opportunities we can build stronger and healthier

leaders and teams. By looking back
on the mistakes of the past we learn
the lessons and see how we should be
doing things now. By adopting practical
and wise procedures we can run safer
and more effective ministries.
It may feel like hard work now because
we are in the middle of it, but it
becomes easier over time. This is not
a distraction from the ministry, this is
how we do the ministry.
When Liddy sat down to study how
toasters work and the best heat-to-density ratio for toasting, it seemed like a
lot of hard work. Now she knows the
best practice, it’s become part of the
standard cooking process and she just
gets on with it. The chances of mistakes
are fewer, the damage done is less,
and the recovery time is quicker. She
has her confidence back and is a better
cook than she ever was before.
When our leaders and our ministry participants all know what a safe church
looks like, how it works, and what need
to be done, hopefully we too will find
the chances of mistakes are fewer, the
damage done is less, and the recovery
time is quicker.
And we can bless people with some
really great toast. ●
Find out more about current and future
CCVT Safe Places policies at
churchesofchrist.org.au/safeplaces.
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As it is in Heaven
Writer Billy Williams

“Giir ngaya Baiame yalwunga warrangaluu winangaylanha!”
In the Gamilaraay language: Giir (truly) ngaya (I) Baiame (The
All-Father) yalwunga (always was/will be) warrangaluu (all
powerful) winangaylanha (acknowledge).
“I acknowledge the everlasting, all powerful Creator!”
In my home country, the Gamilaraay, Big Sky Country of
Northwestern NSW, we have a 213km long flood channel that
crosses our land. It starts near Mungindi on the Queensland
border, runs down past Lightning Ridge and my hometown
of Collarenebri, and then ends up in between Walgett and
Brewarrina. It only ever flows in big rain/flood times and it is
called “The Big Warrambool.” Interestingly, “Warrambool”
is the same name in our language for the Milky Way. This is
because in Aboriginal understanding, land stories connect
with sky stories.
This informs our lives. Why? Because the land (our Earthly
lives) must be influenced by and correspond to the sky (the
spiritual realities)... there is an ever-present connection
between physical and spiritual life. The two should never
be separated. It is dangerous and damaging to forget the
link. We are simultaneously spirit and flesh. This is at an
individual level but also collectively as people. This calls us
to a literal connection to country and to Spirit... it beckons
us towards an integrated life, balanced and wholistic. This is
who and how we are created to be.
When the tribal man Jesus, the one who made both Warrambools(!), sought to model prayer to his people, he demonstrates the same thing. He makes it clear that their land stories should match the sky stories. He instructs them to keep
a connection between their Earthly lives and the spiritual
realities of the Creator. Whatever the All-Father is after, whatever he has determined in the spiritual, ask him to help you
to make that a reality in the physical ... hence, his words, “on
Earth as it is in Heaven.” (Matthew 6:10)
Prayer, as understood from an Aboriginal perspective, is
about ceremony. Ceremony is the link between the tangible
and the intangible, the way to remember the spiritual truths
and to pass them on. Ceremonies were not merely performance but mainly practical, they expressed the link between
the Creator, the country, and the community. Some dances
when completed would literally leave a map on the ground
showing the people where they needed to travel in order to
get to their required destination.
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Ceremony is essential and ever-present throughout the
Scriptures. Postures and practices point beyond the physical
and link to the spiritual. Ceremony is sorely needed in the
Australian landscape. To forget ceremony is to forget the link.
Also important to consider is time. In Aboriginal culture, time
is considered as more interconnected than linear. It wasn’t
merely one day only leading to another; nor was the focus
predominately on the future. Much like the Israelites who
constantly were reminded to think of their heritage, those
who came before them, what had happened as a people,
traditional cultures often see the future by remembering the
past and making it inform their present.
Jesus prays, “as it is”. We must understand that the Kingdom
is. He isn’t just praying to give us information, but calling
us to application; specific actions in specific places. There
is a strong Biblical call to live out our faith today, to make
the realities of the all-time come to fruition here and now.
Heaven isn’t merely real estate that’s far away, it’s a reality
that’s to be lived out today.
So look at Jesus’ prayer from my Aboriginal heritage:
Jesus is saying that he wants my land story to match the realities of the Spirit Creator’s story. (Don’t know what they are?
Then lucky he talks a lot about it, eh? Search them for understanding!)
Jesus wants me to commit to ceremony, to be a pray-er
because, not only does that remind of the connection to the
Creator, but it also taps into and maintains that link to him
for myself and created-ones around me. (Think of the actions
that actually best represent the prayer, not just merely the
words we say. Act out your prayers, symbolically and actually,
in his strength and with his guidance!)
Jesus wants me to not just stare off longingly into the future
to when Heavenly realities might invade my spaces; he’s
actually calling me to join him in making them true here and
now. (The Kingdom has and is already been made known.
Join him in activating this in your places!) ●
Originally published in Target magazine, issue 1 2017, a
publication of TEAR Australia. tear.org.au/learn/target.
Republished with permission.
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STATE YOUTH GAMES VICTORIA
QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY LONG WEEKEND 9 – 12 JUNE 2017
LARDNER PARK WARRAGUL STATEYOUTHGAMES.COM/VIC #SYGBRAVE
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE SEE YOUR GROUP COORDINATOR:
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